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THIS IS WHAT WE DO

OUR CRAFT
In pursuit of beauty… a single brush stroke
should suffice.
a building should be simple; yet
provocative and dynamic; a building
should be an emotional experience, move
you
technology and program guide the
process
a building defines the inhabitant’s
relationship to the world itself... the way it’s
entered, an existential reference
space should embrace TECHNOLOGY,
CULTURE, STYLE, NATURE and CONTEXT
space should...
pay homage to the site,
have respect for function,
embrace the natural and man made
order,
be harmonious with nature and climate,
pay service to aesthetic values
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Commercial

PRETORIA EAST

I-CAT
OFFICES

A building that illustrates the balance between
ecological, social and economic design. I-CAT’s
environmental policy is reflected in the many
aspects of the architecture - using passive systems
like orientation, shading and natural ventilation to
create a healthy work environment. The building
is orientated directly north with a courtyard to the
southern facade that allows for ample natural
light, with views awaiting the fever trees to grow
through the pergola. Dynamic, solar powered,
systems support the passive energy basis to
broaden the thermal comfort zone on exceptional
days. Collected rainwater from the roofs is
collected and stored in a large underground
water tank concealed underneath the courtyard.
However, to keep maintenance to a minimum,
materials are kept as natural as possible: A face
brick facade, broken up with punched steel
window frames and special bricks pattens suggests
a woven fabric of building systems. A horizontal
concrete box frames the glazing on the northern
facade which acts as a light shelf, but also
protrudes inward to act as shelving.
Questioning the predictable use of partitioning
was on the interior agenda - instead of regular
drywalls, custom designed plywood partitioning
adds to in an interior that is beautifully light, simple
and honest.
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Commercial Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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MIDRAND

FOGHOUND
INTERACTIVE
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CommercialArchitecture

Earthworld Architects

A successful experiment in the effective use of
containers for making space, Foghound is a
showcase for sustainable architecture and good
coffee. The ground floor coffee shop interfaces
directly on to the street, in contrast with the
typically bland Midrand suburb. Along with the
cantilevered containers overhead - housing
the showroom – the beautifully landscaped
courtyards and warm, well-lit, interior creates an
exceptionally pleasant space.
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MUCKLENEUK

BELGIUM
EMBASSY
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This restoration of the historical, John Kirkness – old
mayor of Pretoria’s, house called for specific and
careful intervention. Requiring heavy security,
new IT infrastructure, efficient climate control
and contemporary working spaces – all while
remaining sensitive to the historical house. The
ornamental ironmongery was kept in-tact and
restored. Significantly, the Kirkness bricks had
careful consideration preserve the beauty of the
brickwork. Where existing walls were removed a
clear indication on the floor was made with handmade tiles to indicate their original position.

CommercialArchitecture

Earthworld Architects
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MIDRAND

TRIBECA
COFFEE
FACTORY
The building’s two wings: a the factory
being more stereotomic and the
administrative functions being far
more accessible with a glass facade
and vegetation. The detailing of the
building was kept in line with what
was to represent the architecture and
design of Tribeca over the following
years, namely selecting material
that require little finishing or cladding
and bespoke details to represent the
identity of the company.
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CommercialArchitecture

Earthworld Architects
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CLARENS

STORTEMELK
HYDRO
STATION
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Situated in the rolling foothills of the Drakensberg
Mountains, along the banks of the Ash River,
the Stortemelk Hydroelectric Plant attempts to
celebrate the importance the plant holds in
producing clean, responsible electricity in South
Africa. Comprised of several building skins, the
design approach intended to create different
experiences of the plant from the exterior, and
from within the interior. Clad in Corten Steel
and Polycarbonate sheeting, the architecture
is intended to be of its landscape, while still
allowing for good light quality to penetrate the
plant interior.

CommercialArchitecture

Earthworld Architects
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The brief called for the design of an environment
that would facilitate and enhance transdisciplinary research within the African context.
The facility should be a place where collective
research is done with a strong focus on science
leadership development. The Hub is a space were
the whole campus can congregate, eat, and
share ideas.

Public

A complete plywood structural portal systemDesigned in detail and modeled 3-dimensionally
in the architect’s offices, and then send to CNC
(Computer Numerical Control) Machines for
cutting and manufacturing of site in components
and then rapidly assembled on site.
The environment resulting from the development
must foster community, ownership, participation
and thought integrating through spatial
transparency, democracy and choice.
Conventional approach at universities call for
clusters of buildings with some shared facilities
central to the residential units. These still created
islands and isolation. The re-imagining of this
typology called for centralized spaces for
interaction; these would facilitate collaboration,
cultural interaction and friendship. Central to the
collaboration/communal facilities are food and
the preparation there off. With the vast cultural
diversity on our continent the idea of sharing
thoughts around “dinner tables” was core the
organization. The landscape design also formed
part of the system by re-introducing 56 orphan
crops and allowing foraging to explore alternative
cuisines and creative interaction around new
tastes, textures and colors

HUB
FUTURE AFRICA
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Public Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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CONFERENCE
CENTER
FUTURE AFRICA
22

Public Architecture

Earthworld Architects

The Future Africa Conference facility consist of
a 250- seater auditorium, two- 50-seater multipurpose rooms and six break-away rooms,
linked to the auditorium: also doubling up as
translation booths. A Complete plywood portal
structural system- designed in detail and modeled
3-dimensionally in the architect’s offices, and
then send to CNC (computer numerical control)
machines for cutting and manufacturing of site in
components and then rapidly assembled on site.
Extensive use of timber in the total building was
an imperative sustainable strategy.
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HOUSING
UNITS
FUTURE AFRICA
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The housing complex consist of 280 one-, two, and 3 bedroom living units. The system was
designed in Earthworld’s office in a 3-dimensional
environment. The electronic models were
shared with the pre-cast manufacturer. Pre-cast
concrete elements were manufactured 11km
off the site and then brought to site for on-site
assembly with cranes.

Public Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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RESEARCH
COMMONS
26

Public Architecture

FUTURE AFRICA
Earthworld Architects
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UNIVERSITY OF
PRETORIA

CENTENARY
BUILDING

On a micro scale, the Centenary Building engages
with its neighbors by consciously responding to
their diversity in scale, proportion and finishes.
Furthermore, the Centenary Building gives equal
prominence to internal and external space, with
much of the circulation occurring on the exterior –
a gesture purposely establishing a public interface
between the complex and its surroundings.
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Public Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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Residential

MIDRAND

HOUSE
COERTSE

The clients dream was a home that seamlessly
integrates between outside and inside via the
use of cutting edge technology. It was the
perfect setting for to fuse spatial bravado with
the technology. On arrival from the north-east the
central movement within the house can be clearly
perceived. The monopitch Rheinzink roof floating
protectively over the dwelling spaces below, as
well as the foyer that creates a niche within the
eastern elevation is what establishes this east-west
axis clearly. After moving thought the scaled down
foyer visitors are welcomed with a small planted
courtyard to the left. This doubles as a vertical
circulation node with a main stair behind its glazed
periphery and a concrete stair on the opposite
wall leading to a green roof.
With orientation of the private space above firmly
established, guest is welcomed to the social
spaces to the north west of the residence. A
double volume patio. An eco-pool overflowing
into a planted pond framing the lake to the west.
A living area and bar that opens to the pool and
patio - welcomes guests in to lounge. Food can
be prepared in the kitchen well within view of
all these spaces. The scale of these spaces can
be controlled by aluminum sliding doors and
automated role up blinds. Enabling the family of
three to have privacy and intimacy if needed.
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Residential Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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HOUSE
GAUCHÉ
SILVER LAKES
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From the onset it was obvious to limit any
disturbance to the Site, using the two rocky
outcrops as the only places where the building
may touch the Site. Besides the basic Ancillary
Facilities, the client’s brief was clear; 4 bedrooms
(en-suite), study, open plan living, dining, kitchen
and family room - and the structure must be
concrete.

Residential Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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HOUSE
NIEUWENHUYS
LYNNWOOD RIDGE
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The constraints of the project created an
interplay between the size of the house,
requiring 4 bedrooms and the compact nature
of the estate site. The extensive brief called for
innovative planning. Fitting in as much built area
as the actual size of the site but keeping enough
garden space for the clients’ two active boys to
play in.

Residential Architecture

HOUSE DU
PLESSIS
PRETORIA
Earthworld Architects

The site has a commanding view of the city
toward the north. With intimate spaces, such as
the bedrooms and private lounges being rigid in
comparison to the shared spaces, which are more
open and exposed. All the areas still allow for a
play of light contrasting this heaviness of the house
with a clerestory and screens,
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HOUSE VAN
DYK
MIDRAND
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Wrapped around a central courtyard, house Van
Dyk’s focus was that of place making for a small
family in the context of sweeping estate in one
of Gauteng’s most frenetic areas. With this kept
as the driving intention, respect is still paid to the
expansive panoramas over the dam to the south
of the house through warm, open plan living
areas.

Residential Architecture

HOUSE
VISSER
PRETORIA
Earthworld Architects

With a simple brief and given freedom of
interpretation; here space is articulated with
natural light, let into the main living space
through glass walls on the western- and eastern
facades. Entering through the doors, you enter a
landscaped courtyard with an immense “KoiPond”. Transitioning from city to home.
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HOUSE
MOUTON
40

Residential Architecture

ROODEPLAAT
Earthworld Architects

The brief called for a family home in the bushveld. The building is carefully placed as pavilions
between existing thorn trees. The four pavilions
for living, sleeping, services and guests are linked
to form a combined living unit. Pavilions form
courtyards for living in the bush between them.
The house consists of three conceptual elements:
the roof and ceiling emulates the horizontal plane
of the acacia thorn trees providing shade for its
inhabitants. Secondly the 2 “anthill like” fireplaces
are beacons in the landscape, and thirdly the
jagged edge stonewall elements emulates the
klip kopje of the landscapes.
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HOUSE ALTO

HOUSE
DUVENHAGE

TULBAGH

BOSCHHOEK
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Residential Architecture

Earthworld Architects

Interfacing with nature. As the site is located
among the Waterberg mountains – the clients
were excited about the contemporary and
open-plan design as not to challenge the natural
beauty, but to allow for awesome vistas towards
the hillside landscape. Consequently, care was
taken in the design of the living spaces and the
integration of the pool and deck to maximize
these views.
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HOUSE
VAN DER
WESTHUIZEN
RUST DE WINTER
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The design called for various living spaces, each
with its own character. However, while the House
van der Westhuizen takes on a familiar shape of
the traditional, pitched roof house, it’s built using
a system a pre-manufactured steel components.
This design attempts to rethink the spaces it’s
typical form creates, while also making the
construction of the spaces legible to those who
interact with the building on a daily basis.

Residential Architecture

HOUSE
DREYER
PRETORIA
Earthworld Architects

Nestled on a small lake in a large residential
estate. Using this lake to inform the design and
engagement with the site, using it as a natural
backdrop - to be viewed and be appreciated in
every single room of the house. A large cantilever
acts as a play of mass in the brickwork and the
light timber structure of the first floor.
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WALL STREET
RESIDENTIAL
PRETORIA
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Wall street is a high-end housing development
in Alphen park Pretoria, designed with a holistic
approach to the use of interior and exterior
materials to suite the context and time. This
is what sets this complex apart from similar
development within the neighborhood. Each
entrance, pergola, balcony or even carport
visible within the yard.

Residential Architecture

Earthworld Architects
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PUBLICATIONS
MAGAZINES,NEWSPAPERS,ARTICLES AND
BOOKS
2016:	Conteh, J.L. (2016). HOUSE MOUTON.
OGOJIII, A. Cycle 04&05/2016: Issue 7:
pg 76 (Magazine)
	Proyectos. (2016). CASA GAUCHE
SUDAFRICA. OBRA (Argentina), 3: 35:
June 2016: pg 56-64 (Magazine)
	Morollo, M.K. (2016). Soul of
Sustainability. PERSPECTIVE, INSPIRING
ARCHITECTURE & DESIN (HongKong), Issue 04 April 2016: pg 70-74
(Magazine)
	Dimmer, K. (2016). Pillars of Excellence.
EARTHWORKS, Issue 30: Feb+March
2016: pg 25-33 (Magazine)
	Author unknown. (2016). Walking
the talk. LEADING ARCHITECTURE
& DESIGN, Feb+March 2016:pg 50
(Magazine)
	Stehr, M. (2016). 29 because it’s a
stellar achievement. VISI, Design Issue:
pg 178 (Magazine)

	Eksteen, A. (2013). House Gauche,
Silver Lakes Golf Estate, Pretoria,
Gauteng. DIGEST South African
Architecture, Vol 18: pg 138-139.
(Magazine)
	Inside Home Page - Int. Web News
Letter - House Joubert -Partyhouse
Pretoria – 2013 (Web page)
2012:	Property Magazine, September 2012,
page 9, Gisela Nel, Hot Space_It’s All
about Attitude (Magazine)
	Trapido, A. (2011). Move over
Manhattan. TASTEMAG, pg 92-97.
(Magazine)

2011:	Dickinson Park Development – Projects
Magazine, Issue 04/08, 2011, page 27
(Magazine)
	Architectural Digest 2011 (Magazine)
	Contemporary Capital 2011. Alpine
Attitude Hotel: pg 118 (Book)
2015:	Greenwood, T. (2015).
	Contemporary Capital 2011. House
	Coffee culture. VISI, No. 79: pg 102-109
Coetzer: pg 198-199 (Book)
(Magazine)
	Contemporary Capital 2011. Rejuve	Author unknown. (2015). Haute
A-Nation Project: pg 88-89 (Book)
Lumiere 2015. LIGHTING IN DESING, No. 	De Villiers, B. TECHNOLOGY IN
11-12/15: pg 8-9 (Magazine)
ARCHITECTURE. Bioclimatic design for
energy-efficient buildings. October/
2014:	De Villiers, B. (2014). Foghound
November 2011: Vol. 1 no. 7 pg 34 – 38
Interactive, Coffee Shop and
(Magazine)
Showroom. DIGEST South African
	Boruvka, N. TOP BILLING. Power
Architecture, Vol 19: pg 218-219.
House. November 2011: pg 68 – 70
(Magazine)
(Magazine)
	Eksteen, A. (2014). House Izeboud,
Lynnwood, Pretoria, Gauteng. DIGEST
2010:	Inside Home Page - Int. Web News
South African Architecture, Vol 20: pg
Letter - Alpine attitude – 2010 (Web
202-203. (Magazine)
page)
	De Villiers, B. (2014). House Mouton,
	Inside Home Page - Int. Web News
Pretoria, Gauteng. DIGEST South
Letter - House Bodard - East meets
African Architecture, Vol19: pg 30-31.
South - 2009,2010 (Webpage)
(Magazine)
	Author unknown. (20 January 2010).
	Botha, R. (2014). I-Cat Offices and
Eis meer terug van Eskom as son jou
Warehouse, N4 Gateway Park,
water tuis verhit. Rapport: pg unknown
Pretoria, Gauteng. DIGEST South
(Newspaper article)
African Architecture, Vol 20: pg 136	Author unknown. (2010). University of
137. (Magazine)
Pretoria adds more lecture halls at
	De Lange, A. (2014). Raw
its main campus. Construction News
Sophistication. VISI, No. 74: pg 82-89
magazine, Volume 1 No. 7: pg 13-14.
(Magazine)
(Journal)				
	Author Unknown. (2014). TALKING
	De Beer, D. (8 June 2010). Architects
RETAIL DESING TRENDS, SHOPPINGSA.
honour top city sculptor. Pretoria
Edition 132, August 2014:pg 34-36
News: pg 5 (Newspaper article)
(Magazine)
2009:	Schriemer, R. (2009). RESIDENCE
2013:	Boonen, S. (2013). HOUSE JOUBERT.
MAGAZINE, NI 0309: pg 26-31
VOLKSKRANT MAGAZINE: pg 42-46
(Magazine)
(Magazine)
	Pappyn, D. (2009). BELGIUM Magazine.
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WAWW WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD,
October 2009: pg 45 (Magazine)
	Roux, T. (2009). CENTENARY
BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA.
ARCHITECTURE SOUTH AFRICA,
November/December 2009: pg 36-41
(Magazine)
	Dodd, A. (2009). CONCRETE DREAM.
ELLE DECORATION, No. 62, Kitchens
Issue 2009: pg 84-91 (Magazine)
	Bioclimatic Design for Energy-efficient
buildings - Walls & Roofs in Africa,
Vol. 10.6, September, 2009, page24
(Magazine)
	Joubert, O. (2009). Centenary Building,
University of Pretoria. DIGEST of South
African Architecture, Vol 14: pg 26-27.
(Magazine)
	Joubert, O. (2009). Centenary Building
(2008). In 10 Years + 100 buildings:
Architecture in a Democratic
South Africa. Edited by Joubert, O.
Capetown, Bell-Roberts Publishing.
(Book)
	Leyden, M. (2009). Container living
(supplementary edition). VISI (Journal)
	Van Rooyen, M (Editor). (2009).
Feature: energy efficiency. WALLS &
ROOFS IN AFRICA, Vol 10.6 September
2009: pg 24-25 (Magazine)
	Viviers, A. (2009). Concrete: Liquid
stone with Soul (supplementary
edition. VISI, the 2009 concrete
supplement (Distributed with VISI 44)
(Journal)
	Viviers, A. (2009). Cool Attitude. VISI,
No. 41: pg 124-133 (Magazine)

2004:	Polack, J. (2004). Ultimate Comfort.
SOUTH AFRICAN HOME OWNER, Vol.
14 No. 1, January/February 2003: pg
61-65 (Magazine)
2003:	Venter, I. (2003). Leef Meer, NOOI DIE
VREDE IN. INSIG, No. 182, May 2003:
pg 74 (Magazine)
	Polack, J. (Jan/Feb 2003) Ultimate
Comfort. S.A Home Owner, 66.
Johannesburg, Johnic Publishing Ltd.
(Magazine)
	Schaum-Sebring, I. (26 February 2003).
Gestroop van tierlantynthjies. Bylae tot
Beeld: pg 1 & 4 (Newspaper article)
	Smuts, C. (2 February 2003).
GEOMETRIE VIR DIE GEES. Bylae tot
Rapport: pg 3-4 (Newspaper article)
	Schaum Sebring, I. (2003) Pondok
to Paleis. Beeld, 26 February 2003.
Johannesburg, Naspers. (Newspaper
article)
2002:	De Beer, P. (Jan/Feb 2002) House
Coetzer Mooikloof, Pretoria. Natural
Earthbound expression. S.A. Architect.
Randburg, Primedia Publishing.
(Magazine)
1991:	Nutall, J (Editor). (1991). The M & R Des
Baker awards. Planning, No. 117: pg
36

2007:	Winter, J. (2007). FUSION EVOLUTION.
ELLE DECORATION, NO. 49, Winter
issue 2007: pg 84-91 (Magazine)
	Author unknown. (1 August 2007).
Stem groen. Beeld Plus: pg 6
(Newspaper article)
	Govender, S. (18 April 2007). Tuks
expands exponentially. Pretoria News:
pg 7 (Newspaper article)
2005:	Author Unknown. (2005). THE WORLD
WE CREATED, Urban lung breathes
new life into the community. Built,
January/ February 2005: pg 27-29.
(Magazine)
	Pretorius, R (Editor). (2005). SOUTH
AFRICAN ARCHITECTS SHOW THEIR
STEEL. STEEL CONSTRUCTION, Vol. 29
No. 3 June 2005: pg 19 (Magazine)
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OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

AWARDS
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THIS IS US

THE TEAM
Pretoria Office
+27(0)12 346 5400
177 Umkomaas Road
Ashlea Gardens
Cape Town Office
+27 (0)76 282 0106
71 Hofmeyer Street
Cape Town
André

Braam

Madelaine

“ON THE MAKING
OF MEANINGFULL
THINGS”
Arné

Laurika

Anneli

www.ewarch.co.za
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